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T h e  PALIMPSEST, issued m onthly by T he State H is­
torical Society of Iowa, is devo ted  to the dissem ina­
tion of Iowa H istory. Supplem enting  the  o ther p u b ­
lications of this Society, it aim s to p resen t the m aterials 
of Iowa H istory  in a form that is attractive and  a style 
that is popu lar in the  best sense—to the end tha t the 
story of our Com m onw ealth m ay be m ore w idely read  
and  cherished.
B e n j . F .  S h a m b a u g h
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In early tim es palim psests w ere parchm ents or other 
m aterials from  w hich one or m ore w ritings had  been  
erased to give room  for later records. But the eras­
ures w ere not always com plete; and  so it becam e the 
fascinating task of scholars not only to translate the 
later records but also to reconstruct the  original writ­
ings by deciphering  the dim  fragm ents of letters partly 
erased  and  partly  covered by subsequent texts.
T he history of Iowa m ay be likened to a palim psest 
w hich holds the records of successive generations. To 
decipher these records of the past, reconstruct them , 
and tell the stories w hich they contain is the task of 
those w ho write history.
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The Vision
In imagination let us picture the history of Iowa 
as a splendid drama enacted upon a giant stage 
which extends from the Father of Waters on the 
right to the Missouri on the left, with the Valley of 
the Upper Mississippi as a background.
Let us people this stage with the real men and 
women who have lived here — mysterious mound 
builders, picturesque red men and no less interesting 
white men, Indians, Spaniards, Frenchmen, explo­
rers, warriors, priests, fur traders, adventurers, 
miners, settlers, country folk, and townspeople.
Let the scenes be set among the hills, on the 
prairies, in the forests, along the rivers, about the 
lakes, and in the towns and villages.
Then, viewing this pageant of the past, let us 
write the history of the Commonwealth of Iowa as 
we would write romance — with life, action, and 
color — that the story of this land and its people
m ay live. Benj. F. S hambaugh
Palimpsests
Palimpsests of a thousand and two thousand years 
ago were parchments or other manuscript material 
from which one writing had been erased to give 
room for another. The existence of these double 
texts was due chiefly to the scarcity of materials. 
Waxen tablets, papyrus rolls, parchment sheets, and 
vellum books each served the need of the scribe. But 
they were not so easily procured as to invite extrava­
gance in their use or even to meet the demand of the 
early writers and medieval copyists for a place to 
set down their epics, their philosophies, and their 
hero tales.
And so parchments that were covered with the 
writings of Homer or Caesar or Saint Matthew were 
dragged forth by the eager scribes, and the accounts 
of Troy or Gaul or Calvary erased to make a clean 
sheet for the recording of newer matters. Some­
times this second record would in turn be removed 
and a third deposit made upon the parchment.
The papyrus rolls and the parchments of the early 
period of palimpsests were merely sponged off — 
the ink of that time being easily removable, though 
the erasure was not always permanent. The later 
parchments were usually scraped with a knife or 
rubbed with pumice after the surface had been soft­
ened by some such compound as milk and meal.
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This method was apt to result in a more complete 
obliteration of the text.
But there came men whose curiosity led them to 
try to restore the original writing. Atmospheric 
action in the course of time often caused the sponged 
record to reappear; chemicals were used to intensify 
the faint lines of the old text; and by one means or 
another many palimpsest manuscripts were de­
ciphered and their half-hidden stories rescued and 
revived.
On a greater scale time itself is year by year 
making palimpsests. The earth is the medium. A 
civilization writes its record upon the broad surface 
of the land: dwellings, cultivated fields, and roads 
are the characters. Then time sponges out or 
scrapes off the writing and allows another story to 
be told. Huge glaciers change the surface of the 
earth; a river is turned aside; or a flood descends 
and washes out the marks of a valley people. More 
often the ephemeral work of man is merely brushed 
away or overlain and forgotten. Foundations of old 
dwellings are covered with drifting sand or fast 
growing weeds. Auto roads hide the Indian trail 
and the old buffalo trace. The caveman’s rock is 
quarried away to make a state capitol.
But the process is not always complete, nor does 
it defy restoration. The frozen sub-soil of the plains 
of northern Siberia has preserved for us not only 
the skeletons of mammoths, but practically Complete 
remains, with hair, skin, and flesh in place — mum-
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mies, as it were, of the animals of prehistoric times. 
In the layers of sediment deposited by the devas­
tating water lie imbedded the relics of ancient civili­
zations. The grass-grown earth of the Mississippi 
Valley covers with but a thin layer the work of the 
mound builders and the bones of the workmen 
themselves.
With the increasing civilization of humanity, the 
earth-dwellers have consciously and with growing 
intelligence tried to leave a record that will defy 
erasure. Their buildings are more enduring, their 
roads do not so easily become grass-grown, the 
evidences of their life are more abundant, and their 
writings are too numerous to be entirely obliterated.
Yet they are only partially successful. The tooth 
of time is not the only destroyer. Mankind itself is 
careless. Letters, diaries, and even official docu­
ments go into the furnace, the dump heap, or the 
pulp mill. The memory of man is almost as evanes­
cent as his breath; the work of his hand disintegrates 
when the hand is withdrawn. Only fragments 
remain — a line or two here and there plainly visible 
on the palimpsest of the centuries — the rest is dim 
if it is not entirely gone. Nevertheless with diligent 
effort much can be restored, and there glows upon 
the page the fresh, vivid chronicles of long forgotten 
days. Out of the ashes of Mount Vesuvius emerges 
the city of Pompeii. The clearing away of a jungle 
from the top of a mountain in Peru reveals the 
wonderful stonework of the city of Machu Picchu,
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the cradle of the Inca civilization. The piecing 
together of letters, journals and reports, newspaper 
items, and old paintings enables us to see once more 
the figures of the pioneers moving in their accus­
tomed ways through the scenes of long ago.
The palimpsests of Iowa are full of fascination. 
Into the land between the rivers there came, when 
time was young, a race of red men. Their record 
was slight and long has been overlain by that of the 
whites. Yet out of the dusk of that far off time 
come wild, strange, moving tales, for even their 
slender writings were not all sponged from the face 
of the land. Under the mounds of nearly two score 
counties and in the wikiups of a few surviving 
descendants, are the uneffaced letters of the ancient 
text.
And the white scribes who wrote the later record 
of settlement and growth, read the earlier tale as it 
was disappearing and told it again in part in the 
new account. These new comers in turn became the 
old, their homes and forts fell into decay, their 
records faded, and their ways were crowded aside 
and forgotten.
But they were not all erased. Here and there 
have survived an ancient building, a faded map, a 
time-eaten diary, the occasional clear memory of a 
pioneer not yet gathered to his fathers. And into 
the glass show cases of museums drift the countless 
fragments of the story of other days. Yet with all 
these survivals, how little effort is made to piece
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together the scattered fragments into a connected 
whole.
Here is an old log cabin, unheeded because it did 
not house a Lincoln. But call its former occupant 
John Doe and try to restore the life of two or three 
generations ago. It requires no diligent search to 
find a plow like the one he used in the field and a 
spinning wheel which his wife might have mistaken 
for her own. Over the fireplace of a descendant 
hang the sword and epaulets he wore when he went 
into the Black Hawk War, or the old muzzle-loading 
gun that stood ready to hand beside the cabin door. 
And perhaps in an attic trunk will be found a 
daguerreotype of John Doe himself, dignified and 
grave in the unwonted confinement of high collar 
and cravat, or a miniature of Mrs. Doe with pink 
cheeks, demure eyes, and fascinating corkscrew 
curls.
Out of the family Bible drops a ticket of admission 
to an old time entertainment. Yonder is the violin 
that squeaked out the measure at many a pioneer 
ball. Here is the square foot warmer that lay in the 
bottom of his cutter on the way home and there the 
candlestick that held the home-made tallow dip by 
the light of which he betook himself to bed.
In the files of some library is the yellowed news­
paper with which — if he were a Whig — he sat 
down to revel in the eulogies of “ Old Tippecanoe” 
in the log cabin and hard cider campaign of 1840, or 
applaud the editorial which, with pioneer vigor and
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unrefined vocabulary, castigated the “ low scoun­
drel” who edited the “ rag” of the opposing party.
But most illuminating of all are the letters that he 
wrote and received, and the journal that tells the 
little intimate chronicles of his day to day life. 
Hidden away in the folds of the letters, with the 
grains of black sand that once blotted the fresh ink, 
are the hopes and joys and fears and hates of a real 
man. And out of the journal pages rise the inci­
dents which constituted his life — the sickness and 
death of a daughter, the stealing of his horses, his 
struggles with poverty and poor crops, his election 
to the legislature, a wonderful trip to Chicago, the 
building of a new barn, and the barn warming that 
followed.
Occasionally he drops in a stirring tale of the 
neighborhood: a border war, an Indian alarm, a 
street fight, or a hanging, and recounts his little part 
in it. John Doe and his family and neighbors are 
resurrected. And so other scenes loom up from the 
dimness of past years, tales that stir the blood or 
the imagination, that bring laughter and tears in 
quick succession, that, like a carpet of Bagdad, 
transport one into the midst of other places and for­
gotten days.
Time is an inexorable reaper but he leaves glean­
ings, and mankind is learning to prize these gifts. 
Careful research among fast disappearing docu­
ments has rescued from the edge of oblivion many 
a precious bit of the narrative of the past.
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It is the plan of this publication to restore some 
of those scenes and events that lie half-hidden upon 
the palimpsests of Iowa, to show the meaning of 
those faint tantalizing lines underlying the more 
recent markings — lines that the pumice of time has 
not quite rubbed away and which may be made to 
reveal with color and life and fidelity the enthralling 
realities of departed generations.
J ohn  C. P arish
White Beans For Hanging
The tale that follows is not a placid one, for it has 
to do with the sharp, dramatic outlines of one of the 
bloodiest struggles that ever took place between 
whites within the bounds of Iowa. Therefore let 
those who wish a gentle narrative of the ways of a 
man with a maid take warning and close the leaves 
of this record. The story is of men who lived 
through troublous days and circumstances and who 
at times thought they could attain peace only by 
looking along the sights of a gun barrel.
The facts are given largely as they were related 
by Sheriff Warren. It is more than three quarters 
of a century since the events occurred, and Warren 
and the others who took part have long since left 
this life. There have been those who tell in some 
respects a different story, but it seems probable that 
the sheriff, whose business led him through every 
turn of the events, knew best what happened. And 
his long continuance in office and the widespread 
respect and admiration that was his, even from 
those who qualify his account, lead one to feel that 
he did not greatly pervert the record.
Warren was a Kentuckian by birth and a resident 
for some years at the lead mines of Galena; but he 
crossed the Mississippi and located at Bellevue, in 
Iowa Territory, when that town was a mere settle-
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ment on the western fringe of population. Active 
and courageous, this young man was appointed 
sheriff of the County of Jackson and held the posi­
tion for nearly a decade.
Soon after his arrival there came to Bellevue a 
group of settlers from Coldwater, Michigan. Among 
them was William W. Brown, a tall, dark complex- 
ioned man, who bought a two-story house and opened 
a hotel. Brown was a genial host, full of intelligence 
and pleasing in his manners, and he won imme­
diate popularity among the people of the county. 
His wife, too, a little woman of kindly ways and 
sturdy spirit, was a general favorite.
Brown also kept a general store and became a 
partner in a meat market. In this way he came in 
touch with a large number of the pioneers, and the 
liberality with which he allowed credit and his gener­
osity to the poor endeared him to many. The hotel 
was a convenient stopping place for men driving 
from the interior of the county to Galena. They 
came to Bellevue to cross the Mississippi, stopped 
off at Brown’s, ate at his far famed table, drank of 
his good liquor, and listened to his enlivening talk. 
And usually they went away feeling that the friendly 
landlord was a most valuable addition to the com­
munity.
When winter came he hired a number of men and 
put them at work on the island near the town cutting 
wood to supply fuel to the Mississippi steamboats. 
At the approach of spring, and before the ice broke
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up, the woodcutters became teamsters, and long lines 
of teams might be seen hauling the cords of wood 
across the ice to the Iowa side where they were piled 
up on. the shore of the river.
Bellevue in 1837 was less than five years old. On 
a plateau overlooking the Mississippi a few houses 
had sprung up; then came stores and a hotel. Along 
the river and off in the outlying districts other small 
settlements began to appear. Roads and common 
interests united them and they formed a typical 
group of pioneer communities. Warren found the 
preservation of order in this new county somewhat 
of a task. Conditions of life were primitive and so 
also were the habits of the pioneers. Derelicts and 
outcasts from older settlements found their way to 
the new. Petty thieving was not uncommon, and 
travelers were often set upon as they passed from 
town to town — sometimes they disappeared un­
accountably from the face of the earth. Men found 
themselves in possession of counterfeit money; 
horses and cattle were stolen; and pioneer feuds or 
drunken brawls now and then ended in a killing. 
Yet Jackson County was without a jail.
For some years the whole northwest had suffered 
from the operations of gangs of horse thieves and 
counterfeiters, and it began to look to Warren and 
others as if one of these gangs had particular asso­
ciations with Jackson County. Horses and cattle, 
stolen in the east, turned up at Bellevue with curious 
frequency; bad money became common and thieving
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grew more bold. Again and again circumstantial 
evidence associated crimes with one or another of 
the men who worked for Brown or made their head­
quarters at his hotel.
One of these men was James Thompson, a son of 
well-to-do Pennsylvania parents and a man of some 
education. Twice he was arrested for passing 
counterfeit money and once for robbing stores in 
Galena, but in each case he was cleared on techni­
calities or on the testimony of his associates. Two 
other members of the suspected group were William 
Fox,' charged with a part in the Galena robbery, and 
one Chichester who, together with Thompson, was 
implicated in the robbing of an old French fur trader 
named Rolette.
The people of the county were particularly irri­
tated by the fact that seldom was any one punished 
for these crimes. The aggrieved parties often found 
Brown appearing as counsel for his men when they 
were brought to trial; and almost invariably alibis 
were proven. At one time Thompson, arrested on 
the charge of passing counterfeit money near Ga­
lena, was released on the testimony of Fox and three 
others of his associates that at the time mentioned 
he was attending the races with them in Davenport. 
At another time a man was cleared by the state­
ments of his friends that they had played cards with 
him throughout the night in question.
Brown’s constant connection with the suspects 
and his assistance in case of their trial caused his
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own reputation to suffer. Many people came to be­
lieve that he was in reality the very shrewd and 
clever leader of an organized gang of criminals. 
Others felt that he was a man unjustly accused and 
wronged.
Among those of his early friends who lost faith in 
him was Thomas Cox, a veteran of the War of 1812 
and the Black Hawk War and a man of magnetic 
personality and dominant will. Over six feet tall 
and weighing twTo hundred and fifty pounds, he was 
vigorous enough even when well beyond the half- 
century mark to place his hands on the withers of a 
horse and vault into the saddle without touching the 
stirrups. In 1838 he had been chosen to represent 
his county in the Territorial legislature and in 1839 
he wished greatly to succeed himself in the office. 
At the time of nominations Cox was absent from 
home attending to his duties at the capital, but he 
counted on his friend Brown to support him. "What 
was his surprise then to find that Brown had been 
nominated in his place. He immediately announced 
himself as an independent candidate and was elected. 
But from that time forth he distrusted and opposed 
the hotel keeper.
Brown’s charm of manner and apparent sincerity, 
however, kept friends and adherents for him among 
many of the best people of the county. A number of 
the men of the vicinity, anxious to help matters, 
finally decided to call a meeting, put the case 
squarely to Brown and see if he would not do some­
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thing to rid the neighborhood of its reign of crime.
Brown appeared, but with him came the notorious 
Thompson. James Mitchell, a fiery opponent of the 
suspected gang, jumped to his feet at once, charac­
terized Thompson as a robber and counterfeiter and 
demanded his withdrawal. Thompson, infuriated, 
drew his pistol, but was seized by the bystanders 
and hustled out of the room, breathing threats 
against the life of Mitchell. Outside a group of his 
friends gathered. They broke the door and stormed 
into the room, and only the efforts of Brown pre­
vented a bloody conflict.
As a result of the meeting Brown agreed to do 
what he could and the next day most of his boarders, 
shouldering their axes, crossed over to the island 
where they set to work chopping wood. The relief, 
however, was only partial. Robberies continued 
and raids upon the island disclosed much plunder.
So things ran on till the winter of 1839. Warren 
tells us that under the dominant influence of Brown’s 
men the holidays were marked by drinking and dissi­
pation rather than the usual dancing and feasting. 
The better citizens determined to celebrate Jack­
son’s victory at New Orleans by a ball on the evening 
of January 8. Furthermore, upon the suggestion of 
Mitchell, who was one of the managers, it was agreed 
that none of Brown’s men should be allowed to par­
ticipate in the occasion.
After many preparations the night came. The 
flower of Bellevue womankind, bewitching with
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smiles and curls and gay attire, and the vigorous 
men of that pioneer town gathered at a newly built 
hotel to enjoy the music and bountiful refreshments 
and to engage in the delights of the quadrille and the 
Virginia reel. Mitchell was there with his wife and 
daughter and two sisters. Sheriff Warren, because 
of sickness, was unable to attend; and Thompson and 
the other men upon whom the company had learned 
to look with such disfavor were nowhere to be seen.
Around and around on the rude puncheon floor 
went the dancers, moving with slow and graceful 
steps through the stately figures of the quadrille or 
quickening their pace to a more lively measure of 
the tireless musicians. Suddenly came a strange 
commotion by the door and excited men and women 
gathered about a young woman who had reached the 
ball room, half clad and almost spent with fright and 
exhaustion. It was Miss Hadley, a young relative 
of Mitchell’s who, too sick to attend the ball, had 
been left alone at his home. When she could speak 
the dancers learned that Thompson and some of his 
friends had taken advantage of Mitchell’s absence 
to plunder his house, and the indignities at the hands 
of Thompson from which Miss Hadley had with 
difficulty escaped formed a climax that stirred the 
spirit of murder in Mitchell’s heart. Borrowing a 
pistol from Tom Sublett, he left the ball room and 
went out into the night in search of his enemy.
The night well served his purpose. The moon — 
clear and full — hung high in the heavens, opening
aM M M M M h
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up to his view long stretches of village street. The 
frosty air rang with every sound. His quest was 
short. There swung into sight down the otherwise 
empty street two men, and the quiet of the night was 
shattered by drunken curses. Mitchell strode on to 
meet them. One of the two called out to him in 
warning. The other came on as steadily as did 
Mitchell. In one hand was a pistol, in the other a 
bowie knife, and influenced by drink, his purpose 
matched that of the man he met.
Scarcely three feet separated the men, when 
Thompson attacked with pistol and knife at once. 
His gun, however, at the critical instant missed fire 
and a moment later a ball from his opponent’s pistol 
entered his heart. Mitchell seeing Thompson dead 
at his feet, turned and retraced his steps to the ball 
room, where he gave himself up to the deputy sheriff 
and asked for protection against the mob he knew 
would soon appear.
The terrified guests of the Jackson Day Ball scat­
tered to the four corners of the night. Women, un­
mindful of wraps or dignity, sought the safety of 
home, and the men, hurrying away to arm them­
selves, did not all — it is safe to say — return.
Anson Harrington and another man who had 
weapons remained with Mitchell and these three 
with the devoted women of his family took refuge in 
the upper story of the hotel. The air now became 
vocal with the tumult of Thompson’s friends ap­
proaching with wild cries of revenge. The deputy
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sheriff tried in vain to stop them, then dashed off to 
summon Sheriff Warren. Upstairs the little group 
had taken the stove from its place and poised it 
near the head of the stairway ready to roll it down 
upon the heads of the invaders.
In a turmoil of rage the crowd of men swarmed 
into the house and, headed by Brown, reached the 
foot of the stairway. But the muzzles of guns look­
ing down upon them, and their acquaintance with 
the grim nature of the men above halted them. 
Baffled, they began calling for the women to come 
down, threatening to burn the house and punctu­
ating their threats by firing bullets up through the 
ceiling into the room above.
Soon Warren appeared upon the scene. He prom­
ised to be responsible for Mitchell’s appearance in 
the morning and persuaded Brown to quiet his in­
flamed men. They dispersed reluctantly and the dis­
turbed night at length resumed its quiet. In the 
morning Mitchell was taken from the hotel, ar­
raigned before a court, and bound over for trial. 
For want of a jail he was held under guard in his 
own house.
The friends of Thompson, though making no open 
demonstration, were nursing their desire for re­
venge. William Fox, Lyman Wells, Chichester, and 
a few others — unknown to Brown — laid a diabol­
ical scheme to blow up with gunpowder the house in 
which Mitchell was being held. Mitchell had killed 
their comrade — only by his death could they be
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appeased, and they had little hope that the process 
of law would exact from him the death penalty. So 
one night they stole a large can of powder from one 
of the village stores and repaired to Mitchell’s 
house. At midnight everything was quiet. A shed 
gave access by a stairway to the cellar and the 
powder was soon placed by Fox, while Wells laid 
the train which was to start the explosion. Un­
observed the two men returned to their comrades 
who had been drinking themselves into a proper 
frame of mind. The question now arose as to who 
should apply the match. And at this midnight 
council the conspirators agreed to cast lots for the 
doubtful honor. It fell upon Chichester and he 
stepped to the task without hesitation. A few mo­
ments later there was a flash, but to the men who 
had fixed their hopes on this instant of time there 
came a great disappointment for the report was 
strangely feeble. When the sun from across the 
river brought another day to the distracted town the 
house was still standing and Mitchell and his family 
and the guard were unhurt.
Among the conspirators there was discussion and 
probably an uneasy curiosity as to the next move of 
Mitchell’s friends. But there came no immediate 
sequel. Sheriff Warren took no action, although he 
held the key to the situation. There had been a de­
serter in the camp of the plotters. Lyman Wells, in 
laying the train to the can of powder, had left a gap 
so that the main deposit of explosive had not been
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reached. The next day he told the whole story to the 
sheriff who took possession of the powder but with­
held from Mitchell the news of the attempt upon his 
life.
The weeks that followed saw no cessation of 
crime, and Warren, unable to control it, realized 
that the situation had become intolerable. Men in 
despair of proper protection from the law were try­
ing to sell their property and move to safer com­
munities. At length Warren and three others were 
appointed as a committee to go to Dubuque and con­
sult Judge Thomas Wilson as to some means of 
checking outlawry in the county. The conference 
resulted in the drawing up of an information charg­
ing Brown, Fox, Long, and a score of their associ­
ates with confederating for the purpose of passing 
counterfeit money, committing robbery and other 
crimes and misdemeanors. The information was 
sworn to by Anson Harrington, and a warrant for 
the arrest of the men named was put into the hands 
of Sheriff Warren. Everyone knew that with the 
serving of this warrant a crisis would come in the 
history of Jackson County.
When Warren first went to the hotel to read the 
warrant to Brown and his men he found Brown in­
clined to be defiant — disputing the legality of such 
a general instrument — and his associates were 
ready for the most desperate measures. The sheriff 
as he read began to have extreme doubts as to his 
safety and was perhaps only saved from violence by
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the sudden anger which seized the crowd when Har­
rington’s name was read as the one who had sworn 
to the information. On the instant they dashed off 
to wreak vengeance upon him. Brown turned at 
once to Warren, urging him to go while he could, for 
he knew that Harrington had already sought safety 
on the Illinois shore before the warrant was served, 
and that the mob would soon return disappointed 
and vengeful. Just then Mrs. Brown hurried into 
the room. “Run for your life”, she cried, “ they 
are coming to kill you, ’ ’ and she led him to the back 
of the house.
Warren departed in haste, thoroughly convinced 
that the arrest of the infuriated gang would be a 
desperate task and one requiring careful prepara­
tion. He determined to organize an armed posse, 
and turned to Thomas Cox for assistance, commis­
sioning him to visit certain parts of the county and 
bring in a force of forty armed men. The task was 
no doubt a welcome one to Cox. The old warrior 
spirit in him had been aroused by the defiant atti­
tude of the lawless coterie, and he believed that 
radical measures alone could free the neighborhood 
from the plague of Brown and his gang.
Warren and Cox set out in different directions 
through the county to gather recruits. Many of the 
settlers, feeling that Brown was an innocent and 
much abused man, refused to move against him. 
But on the morning of April first a considerable 
force was mobilized in the town of Bellevue ready
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to help the sheriff in arresting the men who had 
made life in the county almost unendurable.
At the hotel meanwhile there was a similar spirit 
of battle. A desperate and reckless defiance seemed 
to pervade the men. In front of the hotel a red flag 
fluttered and on it the words “Victory or Death” 
challenged the fiery men of the frontier who had 
gathered there to help make their homes and prop­
erty safe. Parading up and down beside the flag 
were members of the gang, among them an Irishman 
who at the top of his lungs advised the posse to 
come on if they wanted Hell. The members of the 
posse — many of them veterans of the Black Hawk 
War — did not take kindly to such words of defiance, 
and there was high feeling between the two parties 
when the sheriff went alone to the hotel to read the 
warrant and demand a surrender.
The men listened in silence while the sheriff, alone 
among desperate men, read to them the challenge of 
the law. Then Brown asked him what he intended 
to do.
“Arrest them all”, replied Warren, “as I am 
commanded. ’ ’
“That is if you can”, said Brown.
“There is no ‘if’ about it”, replied the sheriff. 
“I have a sufficient force to take you all, if force is 
necessary; but we prefer a surrender, without 
force. ’ ’
He talked privately with Mr. and Mrs. Brown, and 
showed them letters from various men in the county
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advising Brown to surrender and trust to the courts. 
This the hotel keeper finally agreed to do providing 
the sheriff and four other men (whom he named) 
would come and pledge that he and his men should 
be unharmed. Warren left and returned shortly 
with the men designated. But in the meantime 
Brown seemed somewhat to have lost control of af­
fairs. The four men were ordered away and the 
sheriff alone was admitted for another conference.
The men in the hotel were now restive with drink 
and no longer inclined to submit to the restraints of 
their leader. Warren was to be held as a hostage, 
they told him, and if a shot were fired from outside 
he would be killed at once. He was powerless to 
resist. Minutes of increasing tension went by. 
Then came word from the front of the house that 
Cox and his men were forming in the street for an 
attack. In a last effort to avoid trouble, Brown 
shoved the sheriff out of the house. “ Go and stop 
them and come back”, he said. Warren needed no 
second bidding.
But the fight was now inevitable. An attacking 
party of forty men was chosen. They were ad­
dressed by Warren and Cox, told of the seriousness 
of the occasion, and given a chance to withdraw, but 
not a man wavered. It was now early afternoon. 
The noon hour had passed with scarcely a thought 
of food. The town waited in breathless suspense.
In the neighborhood of the hotel the houses were 
deserted, and far from the scene of action, women
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and frightened children gathered in groups listening 
intently for the first sound of a gun. And to 
Mitchell, confined in his own home, the acuteness of 
the moment must have been almost unbearable. His 
wish to join the posse had been overruled, but he 
had been given arms so that he might not be help­
lessly murdered in case of the defeat of the sheriff’s 
force.
In the street the posse was forming. With orders 
not to fire until fired upon, the men started toward 
the hotel. Silently and steadily they moved until 
they were within thirty paces of the house, then came 
an order to charge and with a rush they made for 
the building. The crack of a gun was heard from 
an upstairs window and one of the forty, a black­
smith, fell dead. Brown, with his gun at his shoul­
der, was confronted by Warren and Cox.
“ Surrender, Brown, and you shan’t be hurt”, they 
called to him. Brown lowered his gun evidently 
with the intention of complying but it was acciden­
tally discharged and the ball passed through Cox’s 
coat.
Then all restraint broke loose. The guns of two of 
the posse barked and Brown fell dead on the instant 
with two bullets in his head. From all points now 
bullets drove into the frame building, and answering 
volleys came from the windows of the hotel. There 
were more than twenty men in the house and with 
them was Mrs. Brown who with unswerving loyalty 
had stood by to load guns. The struggle was des-
perate. Bursting into the lower floor, engaging in 
hand to hand conflict, the sheriff’s men drove the 
defenders upstairs where with pitchforks and guns 
they still defied capture.
No longer was sheriff, or legislator, or any other 
man in the posse mindful of the law. The primitive 
instincts had escaped bounds and the impulse to kill 
possessed them all. One after another, men on both 
sides crumpled up under fire and lay still. Warren, 
carried away by the excitement and unable to force 
the upper floor, ordered the house to be set on fire, 
and the torch was applied.
Then the cry arose that the men were trying to 
escape by jumping from a shed at the rear of the 
house. Pursuit was on at the instant but seven of 
the outlaws escaped from the hands of the sheriff’s 
men. Thirteen others gave up and were taken pris­
oners, while three of their number had paid the toll 
of their lives.
The fight was over but not so the intensity of 
hatred. A number of the invading party had been 
severely wounded and four of them lay dead. The 
sight of their inanimate bodies, when the firing 
ceased, aroused the desire of the posse for instant 
punishment of the captives.
Ropes were procured and the awful, unthinking cry 
of revenge went up. But saner councils prevailed 
and the prisoners were put under heavy guard while 
it was decided what their fate should be. Warren’s 
desire to hold the men for trial by law was, however,
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overruled on the ground that, the county being with­
out a jail, there was too much danger of the prison­
ers being rescued by friends. The settlement of the 
case was finally left until the morning with the 
understanding that a meeting of citizens should im­
pose sentence upon the prisoners.
It is doubtful if sleep rested upon the eyelids of 
many in the town of Bellevue that night. Thoughts 
of the toll of the day — the unburied dead — and 
speculations upon the possible toll of the morrow, 
must have made the morning sun long in coming. 
But the surface of the Mississippi reflected its rays 
at last, and the excited villagers tried to compose 
themselves for the events of the day.
At ten o’clock occurred one of those episodes that 
rise now and then out of the grim frontier. Men 
who had faced a fire that dropped their comrades 
dead at their sides, who with the lust of animals to 
kill had stormed the defenders of the hotel, now 
stood possessed of the men whom they had faced 
along the level gun barrel but a few hours before; 
and it was their task to consider what should be done 
with them.
Thomas Cox presided at the meeting and stated 
that the citizens had relieved the sheriff of his duty 
and had taken the case into their own hands. Chi­
chester gained permission to speak on behalf of him­
self and his comi’ades; and the man, now greatly 
cowed, made a pitiful plea for mercy. Others spoke 
— among them Anson Harrington who favored
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hanging every one of the prisoners. Fear alone 
made them penitent to-day, he said. Revenge he saw 
depicted on all their faces. Mercy would only jeop­
ardize the lives of others. But he closed by pro­
posing that a ballot should be taken as to whether the 
captives should be hanged or merely whipped and 
exiled from the region.
Every man was required to rise to his feet and 
pledge himself to abide by the decision. Then two 
men, one with a box containing red and white beans, 
the other with an empty box to receive the votes, 
passed about among the company. The man with 
the beans, as he approached each individual, called 
out “White beans for hanging, colored beans for 
whipping,” and the voter selected his bean and 
dropped it into the other box.
To the thirteen men whose lives depended on the 
color of the beans, those anxious moments while 
eighty men passed sentence upon them probably 
seemed like an eternity.
“White beans for hanging”, and a bean rattled 
into the empty box. Those first four words, so bru­
tal and so oft repeated, must have crowded the com­
panion call out of their minds. Stripped clear away 
from them was the glow and excitement of the life of 
the past. The inspiriting liquor was not there to 
drown out the stark image of a drooping body and a 
taut rope. The red flush of battle had paled to the 
white cast of fear. No longer upon their faces 
played the contemptuous smile or the leer of defi-
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a nee. No bold words came to their lips. Their eyes 
scanned the set faces of their captors and into their 
ears dinned the cry, over and over repeated like a 
knell: “White beans for hanging”.
The beans dropped noiselessly now among their 
fellows, and unrelieved was the hush of the men who 
tossed them in. How long it was since the wild 
events of yesterday afternoon! How near now was 
the choking rope!
Yet there was some comfort when they listened to 
the other call. ‘ ‘ Colored beans for whipping. ’ ’ How 
welcome such an outcome would be! A week before 
they would have drawn guns at a word of criticism; 
now they were ready to give thanks for the grace of 
a lashing. But they had robbed these men and given 
them bad monev, had taunted them and had killed 
their friends. Could there be any mercy now in 
these grim avengers? Were the “white beans for 
hanging” piling up in the box like white pebbles on 
the shores of their lives?
The eightieth man dropped in his bean. The 
tellers counted the votes and reported to Thomas 
Cox. The stillness reached a climax. Holding in 
his hand the result of the ballot, the chairman asked 
the prisoners to rise and hear the verdict. Again he 
asked the men who had voted if they would promise 
their support of the decision. They gave their 
pledge by rising to their feet. Then he read the de­
cision. By a margin of three the colored beans for 
whipping were in the majority.
■Pi
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The voice of Anson Harrington rang out. Cox 
called him to order — the case was not debatable. 
But Harrington replied: “ I rise to make the vote 
unanimous.” Immediate applause showed the re­
vulsion of feeling. Chichester, who was near him, 
took his hand and managed to blurt out his thanks.
The whipping followed — lashes laid upon the 
bare back and varying in severity with the individ­
ual. The thirteen men who had so narrowly escaped 
the rope were placed in boats on the Mississippi, 
supplied with three days rations, and made to prom­
ise never to return. They left at sundown with 
expressions of gratitude for their deliverance; and 
with their departure the town of Bellevue and the 
County of Jackson took up again their more placid 
ways.
And the thirteen exiles? It would be a happy task 
to record of them either reformation or oblivion. 
Unfortunately one can do neither. The trail of Wil­
liam Fox and two others of the Bellevue gang came 
into view five years later when they were implicated 
in the murder of Colonel George Davenport. But 
thereby hangs another tale which we shall not here 
unfold save to record that Fox again escaped cus­
tody, and fared forth once more upon adventures of 
which there is no record upon the parchment.
J ohn  C. P arish
t
Comment by the Editor
JOURNALISM AND HISTORY
“Our historians lie much more than our journal­
ists”, says Gilbert K. Chesterton. This puts us in a 
bad light whatever wav vou take it. In order to de- 
fend the historian we must acquit the journalist of 
mendacity, and we fear the jury is packed against 
him. So we prefer to ask to have the case thrown 
out of court on the grounds that Mr. Chesterton 
brought the charges merely for the sake of eulogizing 
a third individual — the artist — as a true recorder 
of the past. Of which more anon.
In spite of this implied indictment of journalism, 
we wish to announce that the next issue of T he
P alimpsest will be a Newspaper Number, wherein 
will be disclosed some of the words and ways of the 
early editors. They were often more pugnacious 
than prudent, and since prudence sometimes con­
ceals the truth, perhaps their pugnacity may be 
counted as an historical asset. At all events, news­
papers can not avoid being more or less a mirror of 
the times, and an adequate history of any people 
can scarcelv be written without an examination of 
its journalism.
ART AND HISTORY
But to return to Chesterton. His arraignment of 
historians and journalists occurs in an introduction
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to Famous Paintings, in the midst of an argument 
for the effectiveness of the work of the old masters 
in popular education and the value of the canvas in 
portraying the real conditions of the past. Nor will 
we gainsay him in this. The artist who goes back of 
his own era for subjects must make a careful his­
torical study of his period. The style of clothes 
worn by his subjects, the type of furniture or tapes­
try, and the architecture of the houses and bridges 
and churches of his backgrounds must be accurate. 
Pie is in that sense an historian as well as an artist, 
and his contribution is truthful or otherwise in pro­
portion as he has taken the pains to be a competent 
historical student.
Nevertheless the best of artists and the best of 
historians make mistakes. We remember the discus­
sion that arose a few years ago when Blashfield’s 
fine canvas was placed in the Capitol at Des Moines. 
It depicts the westward travel of a group of pioneers 
crossing the prairies by means of the ox-drawn prai­
rie schooner. It is a splendid piece of work, but 
some pioneer who had lived through such scenes and 
knew whereof he spoke observed that Blashfield had 
pictured the driver of the oxen walking on the left 
side of his charges, whereas in reality the driver 
always walked on the other side. True enough as 
Mr. Blashfield himself admitted. Yet there were dif­
ficulties having to do with the composition of the 
picture. The scene was arranged with the caravan 
moving toward the left or west side of the picture.
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Therefore, if the driver had been properly placed he 
would have been more or less hidden by the oxen — 
an eclipse scarcely to be desired from the standpoint 
of the artist. If the directions had been reversed, 
the canvas would have been criticised as showing the 
group coming out of the west — thus defeating the 
basic idea.
The last straw of criticism was added when an­
other pioneer, referring to the symbolic figures 
which Blashfield had painted in the upper part of 
the picture hovering above the caravan and leading 
the way to the west, remarked that when he went 
west there were no angels hovering over his outfit. 
So we hesitate to accept Mr. Chesterton’s implica­
tion that the artist is more infallible than the his­
torian or journalist.
THE REALM OF THE HISTORIAN
But the historian is vitally concerned with the 
question of the accuracy of the artist who paints of 
the past, the essential veracity of the novelist who 
chooses historic settings, and the truthfulness of the 
journalist who, with his editorials, his cartoons, and 
his advertisements, is usually the first to write the 
record of events. In fact the historian must con­
cern himself with these and all other recorders, for 
the things of the past are the subjects of his par­
ticular realm and he must keep them in order.
J. C. P.
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